THE LGfL TRAINING HUB:
TEACHER CPD AT ITS BEST

LIVING WITH THE MAYA: KS2 ANCIENT
CIVILISATIONS IN ACTION
Uncover the remarkable achievements of the Maya people with
archaeologist Dr Diane Davies (includes British Museum tour).
Date: 17 January 2017
Time: 9.30am - 3.30pm
Venue: Camden CLC &
British Museum
Cost: Normally £299+VAT
FREE to teachers from
LGfL TRUSTnet schools

Browse our courses
and book a place at

training.lgfl.net
OVERVIEW

WHO SHOULD ATTEND?

This one-day course will give teachers an
in-depth insight into the characteristics
of the Maya civilisation and its remarkable
achievements, as well as some of the many
popular misunderstandings about the Maya
people.
Diane will give examples of teaching
activities that can be used in all subjects
across the curriculum, including from the
LGfL augmented-reality resource which she
wrote.
Teachers will try their hand at
calculating Maya numbers and determining
dates in the calendar. They will receive a
resource packet that includes a scheme
of work and accurate online and printed
resources.
A guided tour around the Maya exhibits
in the British Museum is also included for all
attendees as part of the day.

The workshop is aimed at KS2 teachers
teaching the Maya and History or Curriculum
Leaders who are thinking of choosing the
Maya for the non-European society / ancient
civilisations unit.

WHAT WILL I LEARN?

a

Knowledge of the ancient Maya, which
can be applied to other subjects in the
curriculum
a Popular misunderstandings about the
culture and how to spot untrustworthy
online resources
a The Maya maths system
a Determinin dates in the Maya calendar

HOW WILL IT CHANGE MY
TEACHING?
You will leave with the necessary information
to comfortably and confidently teach and
excite your KS2 pupils about the amazing
Ancient Maya.

THE TRAINER
DR. DIANE DAVIES
Diane is an experienced
archaeologist who
specialises in the
ancient Maya and
teaches a variety of
academic courses on
the subject.
She is also an
educational consultant,
giving workshops to teachers and
children on the Maya and the exciting life
of an archaeologist!
Diane writes curriculum materials
for teachers and children, including the
Bett-award winning LGfL augmented-reality
resource ‘Maya: a journey through the Maya
World’. She also organises CPD trips to the
Maya regions of Central America.

Secure your limited place now: training.lgfl.net

